We convolved a simple, one-dimensional RF, such as they suggested, with bars and gratings. The computer-generated curves contain virtually all the salient features of the Albrecht et al. data (relative bandwidths and amplitudes, lack ofdrop-offofbar sensitivity at large effective widths, and so forth) (Fig. l) . The overall concordance between experiment and theory suggests that "frequency channels" and "bar detectors" imply each other, and that a cell's response might also be well characterized in terms of the RF directly.
Albrecht er a/. stated, "The optimum stimulus for a cell is conventionally considered to be that which evokes the largest response." They, and others, searched for this largest response on the basis of the constraint of constant stimulus contrast. or equivalently (for a linear system). they vary the contrast until a criterion response is elicited. Motivated by the significance of the RF itself. we suggest an alternate constraint, that of constant "energy." E, defined (in analogy to the energy in a physical wave) as:
s(x,t)2 dx dt where s(x,t) gives the deviation of the luminance from its mean value as a function of position and time (2). The stimulus that maximizes response under this constraint, we call the "optimal stimulus. "
The virtue of this criterion is that the optimal stimulus gives quantitatively the detailed spatial and temporal properties of the RF: Its spatial distribution is that of the RF, and its temporal history (reversed in time) "matches" the system's impulse response function (J). Thus. bv 9 APRIL 1982 successlve approximations through a set of trial stimuli. or appropriate responsestimulus feedback loop, the spatiotemporal properties of the system can be deduced (4) . These properties include phase information, which is not revealed by grating and flicker sensitivity curves.
In short, the frequency channel and optimal stimulus (or RF) descriptions are compatible and both should be in the repertoire of the physiologist and psychophysicist.
Davro Using a relatively simple set of geometnc patterns (lines, edges, spots), Hubel and Wiesel (/) were able to derive the spatial receptive field (RF) properties of visual cortical neurons. We and others Q,3)have since characterized the spatial properties through the use of spatial frequency gratlng patterns. In a linear system, these two descriptions (space domain and frequency domain) are mathematically equivalent; we have in fact demonstrated the equivalence of these two descriptions for simple cells (4). Thus, while not surprising, it is nevertheless reassuring to know that Stork and Levinson (5) were able to generate theoretical predictions (based upon linear assumptions and a receptive field structure such as the one we, and others. have demonstrated) in agreement with the results of our experiments (6) .
However, it is erroneous to equate the space domain description of striate cells (the spatial RF) with the term "bar detector" (an error Hubel and Wiesel were careful nol to make). It must be emphasized that a linear spatial filter with tunrng comparable to what is found in the striate cortex would make an extremely poor bar detector, providing totally ambiguous information concerning bar width. The main point of our experiment was the demonstration that cortical cells are simply not selective along the dimension of bar width. An adequate bar detector would require a different type of RF structure than what is found in the visual cortex. This fact is evident in the empirical results of our study as well as the theoretical results of Stork and Levinson.
When considering the functional significance of the spatial-analytic capabilities of striate cells, one must keep in mind the idealized nature of these mathematical descriptions: no physical system can span the infinite distance required to isolate a single sine wave for a pure frequency domain description, and similarly no physical system can isolate an infinitesimal spatial impulse for a pure space domain description. Practical considerations force the essential dual characteristic. An ideal system should provide maximum conjoint localization in both domains-space and frequencycomparable to the spatial tuning of visual cortical neurons (Z). We certainly agree that the analytic tools of vision research should include both descriptions: spatial receptive fields and spatial frequency tuning.
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